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This Information Is Provided By 
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How to INCREASE the carrier level on a 
Cobra 29 with a RFX75 already installed 

 
 

Liability of damages to any equipment is the sole responsibility of the user! 
Downloading, viewing, or using any information provided on these pages  

automatically accepts the user to the terms of this agreement! 
Modifications are provided for information purposes only! 

Supporters of CBTricks.com paid for the hosting so you would have this file. 
 
 

CBTricks.com is a non-commercial personal website was created to help promote the exchange of service, 
modification, technically oriented information, and historical information aimed at the Citizens Band, GMRS (CB “A” 
Band), MURS, Amateur Radios and RF Amps. 
 
 
CBTricks.com is not sponsored by or connected to any Retailer, Radio, Antenna Manufacturer or Amp Manufacturer, 
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website. 
 
 
All the money from donations is used for CBTricks.com I didn’t do all the work to make money (I have a day job). This 
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In some Cobra 29-RFX75 installations, the carrier level may be lower than desired. This information details 
how to INCREASE the carrier level. 
 
IMPORTANT: Do not increase carrier higher than 15 watts. 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. On the Cobra 29, the 220pF capacitor at C62 determines the carrier level of the stock radio and in turn 
will adjust the carrier level of the RFX75. 

2. On some radios, on the solder side of the PCB there is a 33pF capacitor added, in parallel, to C62. This 
is done at the factory when a radio’s carrier level is too low. The additional 33pF of capacitance 
increases the carrier to the desired level by the factory. 

3. Adding additional capacitance at C62 will increase the carrier. 
 
 
MODIFICATION 

1. Add a 30pF to 68pF ceramic disc capacitor (rated at no less than 50V. 100V or greater part 
recommended) in parallel with C62 on the solder side of the PCB. 

2. It is highly recommended to start with a value closer to 30pF. Even a small amount of additional 
capacitance makes a big difference in carrier levels. 

 
 
 
 
 

30pF – 68pF capacitor in parallel with C62 

C62 


